
name:
______________

Reading Trail: Wild Animal Safari

date:
________________

You had a great day at the safari park and saw a lot of
wild animals. Now you want to drive back home
but you can not find the keys for your car.
Where are the keys for your car?
Start and read number one.

You look through the car but you can not see the keys 
anywhere in the car. You decide to go back to the wild animals 
and ask them if they have seen your keys. First you go to the 
strong elephant.

Very good, this is the big lion. But the lion says: “Sorry, I have 
not seen your keys. Hopefully you can get them back. Maybe 
the fat hippo can help you. He is close to your car.“

Yes, this is the fat hippo. Sadly the fat hippo says: “Sorry, I 
have no idea where your keys are. But maybe the green snake 
has got a clue. Go and ask the green snake.“

Great, this is the dangerous crocodile. “Hello! Nice to see you 
again.“, says the dangerous crocodile. “Are you looking for your 
keys? I have not seen them. Maybe the big lion can help you.“

No, that´s wrong. The small lion can not help you. Go back 
and read number four again.

Yes, this is the strong elephant. Unfortunately the strong 
elephant says: “Sorry, I have not seen the keys for your car. Go 
and ask the clever parrot that is sitting on a tree. Maybe he 
can help you.“
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solution: 1

Very good, this is the slow turtle. The turtle just fell asleep. 
You wake her up and ask for the keys. But the slow turtle 
replies: “Sorry, I have not seen your keys. Maybe the fast zebra 
over there has seen your keys.“

Yes, this is the small giraffe standing under the tree. Saydly the 
small giraffe says: “I´m so sorry but I have not seen your keys. Go
and ask the funny monkey that is hanging in my tree. Maybe he 
can help you. But be careful: Sometimes he is playing tricks on 
people.“

Great, this is the funny monkey. The funny monkey says: “Well 
done! I stole your keys when you were here and I am hiding 
them on top of the tree. I wanted to see if you come back to find 
them. Do you have another banana for me? Here are the keys! 
Drive home safely.“

No, that´s wrong. The blue snake can not help you. Go back 
and read number three again.

Yes, this is the fast zebra. Unfortunately the fast zebra says: 
“Sorry, I have not seen your keys. Maybe the small giraffe under 
the tree has got a clue.“

No, that´s wrong. The tall giraffe can not help you. Go back 
and read number eleven again.

Very good, this is the clever parrot. Sadly the parrot is not very 
helpful because he just says: “No. I have not seen your keys. Go 
and ask the dangerous crocodile for help.“

Yes, this is the green snake. But the green snake says: “Sorry, I 
have not seen your keys. Maybe the slow turtle can help you. Go 
and ask her before she falls asleep.“
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